Would you mind? futurest.
Together we shape the future

Company introduction, team, methods & project examples

futurest does not only find
answers, but also the right
questions

New business fields and ideas for trend-setting
products, processes and services are rarely found
on known paths.
To dare the unknown is our core competence.
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WHAT DO WE DO?

We understand ourselves as a companion on these new paths
Problems are opportunities – because we can find solutions. Depending on the challenge, different experts are
in demand, carrying the right tools to accompany you on your expedition.
Our experts derive from several disciplines, which gives our work the well-founded scientific framework:
Innovation management, service design, strategic design, design thinking, management & social sciences,
natural sciences
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WHO ARE WE?

Start-Up
Network

Our Team of Experts

Innovationmanagement &
culture

Future experts

The right characters and their unique set of
abilities are important to be professional in any
given role.

Service Design

To approach a certain problem we establish a
fitting core-team in the right constellation.
Innovation only occurs, when culture, expertise
and the right approach manifests within the
team itself. This is just as important for our
customers, as it is for us!
Depending on the task at hand we make use of
our extensive network and involve additional
experts.

Store concepts &
Design

User Research

Future studies

Open Innovation

Testing in Virtual
Reality

Trend Research

Design Thinking

Digital
Communication
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TEAM

Our excellence wins prizes!
For the eighth time, WirtschaftsWoche
awarded Germany’s best medium and large
management consultants. Passion and hard
work do pay off: futurest won in the category
“Best of Consulting 2017, Special Award
Innovation”, with “Last Mile Delivery with
Autonomously Driving Robots” – a project in
collaboration with the METRO AG. This award
makes us very proud and eager to realize
more compelling and innovative projects in
the future.
Press-Material Last Mile Delivery
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TEAM: AWARD – BEST OF CONSULTING 2017

The right tools to explore
unknown terrain

Creating innovative products and services requires
special methodical knowledge and the ability to
take the user, technology and business model into
consideration.
Depending on our perspective, we work useroriented and explorative during the design
process.
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METHODS

Our research methodology
1

2

We work user-oriented and
exploratively along the design
process (understand, explore,
develop).
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Building products and
services following agile
methods, requires
consistency and a steady
pace in the iterative "build,
measure, learn" cycle. Doing
so, we seek validation from
the users (learn), by
questioning them (measure)
and testing the prototypes
(build).
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METHODS

To solve a problem we take
several points of view in
consideration (the User,
business, technology and
future)

2
1
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Explaining the context:

Three core elements of innovative products and services

Project implementation
Our projects follow these three elements. We prototype and
develop services or conduct studies for the conception of new
business units and devisions.
We are convinced: Our work is relevant for all fields of industry.
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METHODS

Digression: Three core elements of innovative products and services
Desirability – Knowing the User:
The core element “desirability” focuses on the question whether the newly developed solution can
actually solve the user’s real problems. We deal with the questions: What problems are there from the
user’s perspective? What are the tasks (functional, emotional, social) that the user is trying to solve?
What are the user’s needs and desires? These are questions we try to solve with the methods of design
research and design strategy.
Feasibility – Assess your Strength:
The core element “feasibility” deals with a company’s operational ability to make use of and implement
innovations, in particular from a technological point of view. The technological feasibility of an idea is a
necessary precondition for an innovation to be strategically fit. We know the trends and the driving
forces for future business, and we know how to prototypically conceptualize and implement them
today. For that, we analyze and objectively evaluate our clients’ strengths and weaknesses to create
new solutions and eventually implement them. To achieve this, we use innovation management
methods like foresighting, trend and technology analysis, in order to find out “whether and how issues
can be solved technologically and organizationally”.
Viability – Test your Long-Term Growth:
The core element “viability” assesses the value of a new solution: “Is the business model a good match
for our clients’ usage behaviour and does it lead to sustainable profit?” Positive revenue and scalability
are the basis of successful services and business models – today and in the future.
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METHODS

Our clients we can talk about, are…
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CUSTOMERS

Project examples:
Prototyping and service development
Build, Measure, Learn – up to the concept
prototype
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METRO AG: STARSHIP DELIVERY (2016)

Disruptive technology for last-mile delivery
Trend Research
Identifying trends and
drivers for the food-delivery
industry.
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Food Delivery Pilot
Validation of promising
delivery-concepts.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Analysis & Sensemaking
Customer feedback
assessment. Insight: focus
on last-mile delivery

Startup Research
Evaluation of fitting
technology and partners.

Social Testing
First trials in public at the
Metro Group Campus Day
2016.

MEDIA SATURN: SATURN CONNECT STORE (2015)

Store- and service-conception in „Digital Lifestyle Store“ devision
Vision development
Supporting the vision of a
novel „Digital Lifestyle
Store”.
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Conceptional store design
Supervision and support
regarding content, during
the conceptional
development phase.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Interior design
Furniture design and interior
fitting, following the
technologies requirements.

Service-concept
Supporting the development
of an overall service
concept..

Opening in Cologne
Silent-launch and introduction of
community events.
Trade association Germany:
“Store of the Year 2016”

METRO AG / MCC FRANCE: STORE CONCEPT & USER RESEARCH IN VIRTUAL REALITY (2016/2017)

Development and testing of a new „Compact Store Formats“
User Story Mapping
Collective compilation and
prioritization of existing
concepts and touchpoints.
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3D- und VR-development
Gradual implementation of
test scenarios and iterative
development with the
customer.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Research
Usability tests, qualitative
research and iterations with
collectively defined coreusers.

Sensemaking
Evaluation and patternanalysis. Personaremodeling and
presentation of findings,
alongside the costumer
journey.

Ideation & Re-Modeling
With the new knowledge
derived from the reasearch,
it was possible to adjust the
components and scopes.

Integration
Depending on the impact
of the suggestion for
improvement, different
scenarios of integration
were developed.

INFARM & METRO AG: COOPERATION (2016)

Conception and development of a customer experience with the
vertical farm
Trend Research
Identifying trends and
drivers for the retail sector.
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Start-Up Scouting
Search for start-ups in
vertical-farming sector.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Pilot
Opening of the first hightech herb garden in the
METRO wholesale in BerlinFriedrichshain.

Iteration
After the second opening of
a vertical-farm in Antwerpen
an "education and
experience" concept was
developed.

User Testing
Presentation of the
"education- & experience-"
concept at the Horeca-trade
fair in Gent & observation of
customers reaction and
interaction.

Project examples: Studies
How might we...?
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TELEKOM AG: STUDY – DIGITAL NATIVE COMPANY 2030 (2017)

Development B2B-vision for the innovation community of Telekom AG
Research design conception
Development based on
collectively derived
assumptions with the
customer.
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Expert interviews
Interviewing digital visionaries
& topic experts in diverse
sectors: corporate structures,
customer demand, artificial
intelligence, bots, blockchain
and mixed reality.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Unpacking & sensemaking
Processing the interview
results into key take aways
and defining focal points for
the second interview phase.

“Digital native“ interviews
Workshops, interviews
and observations with
additional research subjects.
Afterwards: discussion,
evaluation and priorisation
of insights.

How might we...?
Transformation of identified
insights and issues into
"challenges" as preparation
for the ideation phase as
next step.

UNIVERSAL MUSIC GROUP & POPAKADEMIE: CONTENT IN 2030 (2017)

Vision development for Universal Music GmbH with Popakademie BadenWuerttemberg
Definition research question
Defining a realistic research
question in collaboration
with the client and students
of Popakademie.
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Exploration (trends)
Research and definition of
relevant trends in the
coming 15 years.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Scenario development
Conscious use of marketingpersonas to illustrate
fictitious day´s schedules
for today and in 15 years conclusively revealing
several touchpoints with
technological developments.

Ideation / Vision
Which touchpoints are used
by customers to access
content? What technological
platforms are used for
distribution?

MVP (Business Model)
Defining the MVP on the basis of
todays available technology.
Conclusion: the defined MVP has
to be tested by users and iterated.

BMW AG: MUSIC AND MOBILITY OF THE FUTURE (2013)

Vision development for BMW with „Digital Natives”: Mobility of the future
Trendscouting
Research and definition of
relevant trends for the
coming 20 years.
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Target group survey
What do digital natives
expect from music and
mobility of the future?

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Unpacking & sensemaking
Evaluation of the surveys
answers.

Ideation
Creating ideas with help of
several design thinking
methods.

Vision development
Elaborating the vision of
music and mobility of the
future.

Outcome
Visualizing the
agreed upon vision
of the future in a
video.

Project examples:
Learning Journey & Hackathon
Condensed formats: learn from us, get inspired
and shape up for the future
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DEUTSCHE TELEKOM GMBH: LEARNING JOURNEY (2016/2017)

Learning Journey – a format addressing new culture of work and
innovation
Research & scouting
Identifying and planing
visits at the industries
relevant innovators (startups, hidden champs,
experts…).
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

Learning Journey
Participants of the learning
journey visit several
innovators, discuss and
exchange ideas concerning
innovation- and workculture.

Meet-up with Keynote
Show trends and drivers to
open the participants
mindset for business
models of the future. The
meet-up functions as a
platform to exchange ideas
and network with the
innovators.

Design Thinking workshop
Reflecting first learnings and
impressions in a group &
identifying synergies.
Learning design thinking
methods to practice usercentred thinking.

Wrap-up
All impressions, experiences
and findings will be
documented.

POSTBANK AG: HACKATHON (2016)

futurest as enabling partner for Postbank: What is the digital future of
banking? What is the role of retail and smart data?
Impulse
Presentation concerning
broad implications of
digitalization.
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Workshop format
Design Thinking workshop, to
establish a deeper understanding
of the method within the
participants

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Event
Our associates at hack
institute conducted the
event.

Evaluation
The precise measures, which were
concluded in the Hackathon, are
evaluated with our customer
Postbank.

Project examples: Innovation management
Establishing new units, processes, know-how
and corresponding culture in the company
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CWS-BOCO / INITIAL INTERNATIONAL: PROCESS, EXPERTISE AND CULTURE (2017)

Conception and implementation of a comprehensive innovation management for
the departments “washroom“ and “workwear“
Review
Interviews with important
stakeholders in the
company to identify
departments, that are
already investing in
innovation and possible
problems.
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Kick-Off
Prototypical innovation
project to generate insights
for the possible
implementation in the
overall process.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Challenge definition
Identification of the jobs,
pains & gains through
internviews with the
customer. Based on
problems, the challenges
were defined, reframed and
aligned with opportunity
fields.

Ideation & evaluation
Defined opportunity fields,
became ideas and were
designed prototypical to
make learning effects of
customer feedback more
efficient.

Handover to C-Level & ongoing
The findings are yet to be
implemented by the C-Level as
process for the whole
company or divisions on the
basis of expertise, culture &
process.

RHEINENERGIE AG: INNOVATION MANAGEMENT – CONCEPT (2016)

Development of an overall innovation management concept for the
creation of an innovation division
Set-Up
Definition of the common
goals and interests of the
innovation division
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Foresighting
Assessment & selection
Selecting methods for trend Collective definition of
scouting and ideation.
criteria for the assessment
of new ideas.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Pilot
Methods and
framework for concept
phase.

Overall concept
Describing collectively
defined methods for an
overall concept.

Functional
implementation
Establishing concept
acceptance in the
company on all levels.

ABB: DEVELOPMENT OF SMART SERVICES FOR HOME AUTOMATION (2017)

Development of new business ideas and service offers in the digital &
smart environment devision
Kick Off & “Why”
Foresight Keynote / Trends
Digitalisation. Use of several
methods: Starfish,
Golden-Circle, Napkin, PainGain-Matrix and more.
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Assessment & selection
Creation of a Longlist with
potential ideas. Selection of
focal points for the further
development of potential
business models.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

Ideation business models
Use of business model
canvas on the basis of user
journey mapping and
persona description.

MVP Brainstorming &
implementation concept
Use of value proposition
design for the development
of relevant MVPs.
Introduction of prototyping
methods.

Ongoing
Second phase: User-based
development of solutions
and business models.

